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RESULT OF CBT AND LIST OF DV ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES 
 

GDCE -01/2020 for the post of Junior Engineer/TMO 
 

No.RRC/ER/GDCE/01/2020(116)            Dated 16.09.2022 

N O T I C E 
 

I. The CBT for the GDCE - 01/2020 (Junior Engineer/TMO) was conducted on 

26.04.2022. An opportunity for raising objections regarding Answer Key was given 

to CBT appeared candidates vide notice no. RRC/ER/GDCE/01/2020(99) dated 

19.05.2022 through the link provided on RRC-ER website. 

 
II. After closing of the objections related issues by the concerned authority, the result 

of CBT is finalized. 08 questions (Q.ID Nos. 946188758, 946188842, 946188843, 

946188869, 946188884, 946188885, 946188889, and 946188900) did not have any 

of the answer / options as correct option. Hence as per the decision Competent 

Authority, i.e. the Question Setter, the question (Q.IDs mention above) have been 

dropped for all candidates and marks have  been given on the basis of evaluation of 

142 questions for  each  candidate. Accordingly the marks have been calculated on 

percentage for 142 evaluated questions as per instructions of Railway Board 

which were reiterated vide RBE No.59/2022. 

 
III. The result of CBT is uploaded herewith on notice board of RRC-ER website as 

Annexure-A. The list contains the marks obtained by each candidate mentioned 

along with the Name, Roll No. and Birth Community of the candidates.  Also, the 

result status of each of the candidate has been indicated.  The result status of the 

candidates is in reference to the community mentioned by the candidates in their 

online applications and as per position sent by the units, duly following extant 

rules regarding relaxation/benefits for reserved communities. 

 

IV. CBT qualified candidates must note that passing in CBT does not confer any right 

for coming in the select list. Their candidature for GDCE is purely provisional, 

subject to the condition that they fulfill the entire eligibility criterion as mentioned 

in the notification. 
 

V. For next stages of GDCE, the candidates are advised to follow Notice Board 

of RRC-ER website for further instructions, dates and processes. 
 

 

VI. The CBT qualified candidates, are being called for document verification (DV) as per 

community wise merit in CBT, in the ratio of 1:1 of notified vacancies on and from 

28.09.2022 to 29.092022 at the Office of Railway Recruitment Cell, Eastern Railway, 

56,C.R.Avenue,RITES Building,1st Floor, Kolkata - 700012 as per schedule mentioned 

in Annexure-B. Instructions relating to DV for DV eligible candidates is at Annexure – 

C. 
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VII. Candidates are advised to contact their respective controlling units and 

ensure that the caste and the educational qualifications claimed by the 

candidates in their online applications should be recorded in the first page of 

SR and should have proper supportive documents issued by proper 

authority for their claim. Discrepancy in the service record that to the claim 

of the candidate regarding caste and educational qualification should be 

settled prior to DV of the DV eligible candidates. 

  

VIII. Link for downloading E-call letters for Document Verification will be 

uploaded on the website and no communication will be made through post. 

CBT qualified candidates are advised to keep alive their registered e-mail 

and phone number and check the official website of RRC-ER notice board 

regularly for updates. 

  

IX. Biometric verification with CBT records will be conducted on the day of document 

verification (DV). The candidates whose biometric verification report will be 

positive, they will have to submit the relevant original documents before the 

committee nominated for document verification. If a candidate fails to do so then it 

will lead to cancellation of candidature.  

 

X. The candidates, whose biometric verification report will be negative, for them 

forensic check will be conducted through government authorized experts. Their 

candidature will be decided on the basis of forensic report and decision taken by 

Chairperson RRC on the basis of facts and rules. 

 

XI. Candidates who clear the DV for the post of JE-TMO and are provisionally placed in 

the select list for the post, they will only be considered for appointment subject to 

clearing the requisite medical category for the post of JE-TMO and after clearing 

verification of documents conducted by the units prior to appointment. However, 

their appointment will be subject to clearing the medical fitness requirements for 

the respective post of JE-TMO and other verifications conducted by units. 

 

XII. Provisional select list will be done in the ration 1:1 of the notified vacancy from the 

DV cleared candidates, subject to fulfillment of all criteria and guidelines. Rest of 

the process will be same as mention in Para IV and VII above. 

 
 
 

          Sd/-   
                                              Chairperson, 
                                                                                                           Railway Recruitment Cell   
                                             Eastern Railway/Kolkata 


